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Public goods and common property 
resources

 Examine characteristics of public and private goods and 
common property resources.

- Game theory in thinking about public goods

- Critically evaluate Hardin’s Tragedy of the Commons

- Examine Ostroms contribution “Governing the 
Commons)
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Public Goods 
 Public goods are said to be nonexclusive and non rival (e.g national 

Parks) 

- Non-excludable – Very expensive to prevent others from 
consuming the good

 Non-rival – use by one person does not reduce their availability 
to others

National parks are open to all, their use by some people does not 
reduce others ability to enjoy them (up to a certain point at 
least)

 Public goods are not necessarily environmental in character (e.g. 
National Defence
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Markets and Government

With Public Goods Markets 
Don’t Work.

Why Not?

Free Rider Problem: 



The Free Rider Problem
The fundamental problem of all public goods is I’d rather someone else paid for the 

public goods I consumed.

This is called the free-rider problem.

 The free-rider problem is a form of prisoners dilemma. You’ve all likely

heard of the prisoner’s dilemma problem. It is a fundamental problem in game theory 
that demonstrates why two people might not cooperate even if it is in both their best 
interests to do so.  



Prisoner’s Dilemma
The Classic Example:

Two suspects are arrested by the police, who has 
insufficient evidence for a conviction…….. 



Prisoners’ Dilemma

 You are required to 
decide without 
knowing the decision 
of your partner in 
crime.

 What is the socially 
optimal outcome? 

 Do you trust the 
loyalty of your 
partner? 

 What Decision are 
you going to make? 



Prisoners’ Dilemma
Possibilities:

1. Your Partner (Prisoner B) Confesses

a. You Confess too – 5 Years Jail

b.  You Stay Silent – 20 Years Jail

Your Best Strategy is to Confess

2. Your Partner (Prisoner B) Stays Silent
a. You Confess too – Go Free

b.  You Stay Silent – 1 Year in Jail

Your Best Strategy is to Confess

So, regardless of your partner’s decision it is in your best interest to Confess



Prisoners’ Dilemma
These incentives are also shared by 
your partner (Prisoner B)

So, regardless of what decision you make, 
it is in his/her best interest to Confess as 
well. 

Most likely outcome -> Both Confess and 
spend 5 years each in prison.

However, there was an option, a socially 
optimal one where both would stay silent
and spend only one year each in prison.



The free rider problem
 Consumers are not naïve – they observe and react to others’ behavior so 

act strategically

 Hence, although each individual may enjoy having public goods 
(national parks etc.) each would enjoy it much more to use it for free

A free-rider is a person who receives the benefit of a 
good but avoids paying for it. Each person hopes 
others will pay for it.



Prisoners’ Dilemma
Result shows that acting on your self interest does not 
necessarily lead to optimal outcomes. 

On the contrary, choosing against your self-interest 
may!

So how can we arrive at an optimal outcome? 

The outcome would be optimal if… 
If you really cared or trusted your partner 

(others’)

If you had altruistic motives, i.e. Cared more 

for your partner’s (others’) welfare than your

own. 



Common Property Resources: Exclusion is not 
possible and consumption is non-rivalrous up to a 
certain number of users but rivalrous thereafter.

• A group of individuals hold exclusive rights to own and 

control the property.

• For example: Commonage land, A fishing pond in a 

village, etc. 

• No one owns or exercises control over the resources

Lets look at Impure Public Goods: 

Common Property Resources



Tragedy of the Commons
• Hardin’s “Tragedy of the Commons”
The tragedy of the commons is a dilemma arising from the situation in 
which multiple individuals, acting independently and rationally 
consulting their own self-interest, will ultimately deplete a shared 
limited resource even when it is clear that it is not in anyone's long-term 
interest for this to happen

• “Picture a pasture open to all….”

• Hardin argues that it is our best interests to send as many 
cows into the pasture as we can

• When someone introduces more cattle to a communal 
pasture, there is a disparity between the flows of benefits 
and costs.

• Hardin’s analogy was a group of herders, the more cows you put out 

in the meadow the more you got out, the more I put out the more I 

got out but if we all think this way and all put a lot of cows, then we 
ruin the meadow

Garrett Hardin



Tragedy of the Commons
The parable (Hardin 1968):

 A herdsman puts his animals on the pasture he uses in 
common with other herdsmen.  Even though signs exist 
of pasture degradation with overstocking, it is “rational” 
for each herdsman to add more animals because he 
gains full benefits of each extra animal while sharing 
costs of overgrazing with other herdsmen. ….. “Freedom 
in the commons brings ruin to all.” 



Tragedy of the Commons



Tragedy of the commons: Why is 
there greater than optimal Effort?
 Lets work through a simple example: Imagine a 

fishing village.

 There is a big pond in the village and income is 
to be made from Fishing
 So a villager has to decide whether or not to go 

fishing.

 Assume Every Fisherman makes the same amount of 
income from fishing 

 Assume the marginal costs of operating a boat is 
constant at 50
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Effort/
Number 

of 
Fisherme

n

Total 
Reven
ue (€)

Margina
l 

Revenue 
(€)

Marginal 
Cost

Average 
Revenue 

(€)
0 0 0 50 0

1 70 70 50 70

2 150 80 50 75

3 240 90 50 80

4 320 80 50 80

5 390 70 50 78

6 450 60 50 75

7 500 50 50 71

8 540 40 50 68

9 570 30 50 63

10 590 20 50 59

11 600 10 50 55

12 600 0 50 50

13 590 -10 50 45

14 570 -20 50 41

15 540 -30 50 36

Total, Marginal and Average Revenue

Remember average revenue is 

revenue per boat. Marginal revenue 

is revenue added to the total by an 

extra boat

Marginal cost of operating a boat is 

constant at 50

Q: Suppose that only 4 boats are 

operating what is the position of 

the individual boat operator

Q: If this resource was owned by 

one person what would be their 

profit maximising decision

(hint MC=MR)

Q: What happens when each 

fisherman acts in their own 

interests



Example
 What would a profit maximizing firm do? 

 Equate its Marginal Revenue to its Marginal Costs.
 MC = €50

 It would allow 7 Fishermen into its workforce. This would lead to the 
optimal effort level i.e. MC=MR with 7 fishermen

 What happens when Fishermen act on their own interests?
 Fishermen enter into fishing until their private earnings are equal to €50. 
 That is, they equate their Marginal costs with the average revenue (not marginal 

revenue)

 This occurs at a level of 12 fishermen.
 At this point, the marginal catch of the 12th fisherman is actually 0. 

 With common property resources each individuals costs are shared by 
everybody else so this can lead to overuse
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Hardin’s Tragedy of the 
commons
 Can you think of other areas where the concept of the 

Tragedy of the Commons can be used to help us 
understand environmental degradation?   



Hardin’s solution to common 
property resources
 Hardin argued that there was no way to manage communal property 

sustainably. - only solution was to obliterate the communal aspect. 

 Nationalised - managed by the state 

 Privatisation, divided up into little parcels and handed out to 
individual farmers, who would then look after their own land 
responsibly



Alternative Solution to Common Property 
Resource Management

Ostrom to the Rescue: “Governing the 
Commons”

First Female Nobel Prize winner in 
Economics - 2009

Elinor Ostrom and others suggest that 
using Hardin's work to argue for 
privatization of resources or resort to 
government intervention is an 
"overstatement" of the case.



Alternative Solution to Common Property 
Resource Management

• Ostrom argued that communal resources 
in practice were often not a free for all

• Commons are owned and managed by a 
community

• In many cases they set their own rules 
and policed their own rules

• Individuals do not always act in a purely 
self-interested fashion – more on this 
next week



Alternative Solution to Common Property 
Resource Management

While Ostrom recognizes that tragedy of the commons does occur in the real 
world - There are plenty of examples where commons are maintained well.

Lakes, rivers, forests, pastures, etc. have been maintained by communities for 
hundreds of years

- They Organize, Create Rules and Enforce Them!

Can’t undermine the complex traditions and methods that have evolved over 
generations

Let’s listen to the woman herself: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qr5Q3VvpI7w

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qr5Q3VvpI7w


Useful reading material
 http://timharford.com/2013/08/do-you-believe-in-

sharing/

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bs2P0wRod8U

 Chapter 4: Common property resources and public goods in 
Environmental and Natural Resource Economics by Jonathan M Harris 
and Brian Roach.

http://timharford.com/2013/08/do-you-believe-in-sharing/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bs2P0wRod8U

